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Intrinsic cardiorespiratory fitness modulates
clinical and molecular response to caloric
restriction
Johanna Y. Fleischman 1,8, Nathan R. Qi 1,2,3,8, Mary K. Treutelaar 2, Steven L. Britton 1,4, Lauren G. Koch 5,
Jun Z. Li 6,7, Charles F. Burant 1,2,*
ABSTRACT

Objective: Caloric restriction (CR) is one extrinsic intervention that can improve metabolic health, and it shares many phenotypical parallels with
intrinsic high cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF), including reduced adiposity, increased cardiometabolic health, and increased longevity. CRF is a
highly heritable trait in humans and has been established in a genetic rat model selectively bred for high (HCR) and low (LCR) CRF, in which the
HCR live longer and have reduced body weight compared to LCR. This study addresses whether the inherited high CRF phenotype occurs through
similar mechanisms by which CR promotes health and longevity.
Methods: We compared HCR and LCR male rats fed ad libitum (AL) or calorically restricted (CR) for multiple physiological, metabolic, and
molecular traits, including running capacity at 2, 8, and 12 months; per-hour metabolic cage activity over daily cycles at 6 and 12 months; and
plasma lipidomics, liver and muscle transcriptomics, and body composition after 12 months of treatment.
Results: LCR-CR developed a physiological profile that mirrors the high-CRF phenotype in HCR-AL, including reduced adiposity and increased
insulin sensitivity. HCR show higher spontaneous activity than LCR. Temporal modeling of hourly energy expenditure (EE) dynamics during the
day, adjusted for body weight and hourly activity levels, suggest that CR has an EE-suppressing effect, and high-CRF has an EE-enhancing effect.
Pathway analysis of gene transcripts indicates that HCR and LCR both show a response to CR that is similar in the muscle and different in the liver.
Conclusions: CR provides LCR a health-associated positive effect on physiological parameters that strongly resemble HCR. Analysis of whole-
body EE and transcriptomics suggests that HCR and LCR show line-dependent responses to CR that may be accreditable to difference in genetic
makeup. The results do not preclude the possibility that CRF and CR pathways may converge.

� 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Caloric restriction (CR) increases metabolic health and longevity across
multiple species, including worms [1], flies [2], mice [3], and rats [4],
the latter dating back to one of the first CR and longevity study pub-
lished in 1935. Studies in monkeys also show improved metabolic
health in CR over ad libitum (AL) feeding [5]. While longevity outcomes
are difficult to examine in humans, CR has been shown to decrease
body weight, reduce heart disease risk, increase insulin sensitivity [6],
and optimize immunity [7]. One possible mechanism for these changes
is reduced metabolic rate [8], although the universality of the effect is
debated [9].
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Cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) is an intrinsic physiological trait that is
also associated with longevity [13]. CRF, defined as the ability of the
circulatory and respiratory systems to supply oxygen to skeletal
muscles during sustained exercise, is routinely measured by maximal
oxygen uptake (VO2max) during a graded exercise test. CRF is a highly
heritable trait in humans [10] and, importantly, inherited high CRF
phenotypes mirror the CR-induced phenotypes, including lower
adiposity [11], higher cardiometabolic health [12], and greater
longevity [13]. As such, a key question in the field is whether CR
“phenocopies” the intrinsic high-CRF characteristics via similar,
overlapping, or distinct mechanisms.
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We have been characterizing an established rat model selectively bred
from a genetically heterogeneous stock (N:NIH) to generate a high
capacity runner (HCR) line and low capacity runner (LCR) line in a
manner that maintains genetic heterogeneity [14e16]. HCR exhibit
high CRF phenotypes when compared to LCR, including lower body
weight even after adjusting for food consumption and exercise [14,17]
greater protection from multiple diseases [18,19], and longer lifespan
[20]. Significant body weight differences between lines developed early
in the selection process despite similar net food intake in both lines [14].
These lines present us a unique opportunity to compare and contrast
the endogenous CRF phenotypes with those induced by CR over a
diverse set of molecular, metabolic, and physiological traits, including
dynamic traits that are particularly difficult to measure in humans.
Suggested mechanisms for the intrinsic differences in weight gain in
the HCR and LCR include heat dissipation and efficiency of skeletal
muscle mitochondria coupling [17]. Adaptations in whole-body energy
expenditure (EE) and fuel utilization have been observed both with CR
[21e23] and with inherited CRF [16], but a major difficulty linking food
intake, weight gain, and EE is that these variables are closely entwined
with spontaneous activity, which has been implicated in CRF [24] and
controversially with CR [21]. Older studies of CR in rats reported de-
creases in EE and heat production with CR [21,22] but these studies
have not accounted for the variation due to spontaneous activity. In this
study, we systematically investigate these factors by performing a
dynamic analysis of EE and other metabolic features in each line under
CR. Daily body weight, hourly oxygen consumption, and hourly activity
data were observed such that the innate contributions of genetic
fitness and CR on whole-body metabolism could be calculated in a
body weight- and activity-independent manner.

2. METHODS

2.1. Overview of study design and group assignment
Our study adopted a 2 � 2 factorial design to examine the effects of
two binary factors: genetic line (HCR and LCR) and feeding treatment
(al libitum, AL; or calorically restricted to 60% of AL calories, CR) over
the course of 12 months starting from weaning (4 weeks old)
(Figure 1A). Twenty-four male rats of each line (LCR and HCR of
generation 22 at 3e4 weeks of age) were assigned to AL and CR
groups. For weight matching, rats within each line were ranked by
body weight, and successive pairs were alternatively assigned to AL or
CR. In this manner, each CR cage had a weight-matched AL cage from
which food quantities were calculated. In the final assignment of 48
rats to 12 per group, AL and CR groups did not differ in starting body
weight (Fig. S1A) in either line.

2.2. Animal care and measurements of body weight and food
intake
The AL groups were fed ad libitum with the NIH31 diet, and the CR
groups were provided with the NIH31/NIA diet fortified with extra vi-
tamins. At 4e5 weeks old, the CR groups received a gradually reduced
daily allotment of food over 4 weeks, to 90%, 80%, 70%, and 60% (w/
w) per week of the daily average amount consumed by the matched AL
cage of the same line during the preceding week. CR groups were
subsequently maintained at 60% of food intake of the weight rank-
matched AL rats throughout the experiment (12 months). Food for
CR groups was provided daily between 4:30pm to 5:00pm. Body
weight and food intake were measured weekly at the same time of the
same day. All animals were housed in a pathogen-free environment
with constant room temperature (20e22 �C) and relative humidity
(40e50%) and a 6:00pm-6:00am darkelight cycle. Water was
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provided AL for all animals. All procedures were approved by the
University of Michigan Animal Care and Use Committee.

2.3. Endurance running capacity
Endurance running capacity of each rat was tested using an incre-
mental speed protocol as described previously [14] with some modi-
fications. Briefly, rats were introduced to the treadmill (model Exer-4;
Columbus Instruments) in the week before the initial test by running for
5 min at a speed of 10 m/min on a 15� slope on three consecutive days
(Monday, Wednesday, and Friday). Subsequently, rats were evaluated
for maximal endurance running capacity at 2, 8, and 12 months of age.
The test was performed in the morning between 9am and 12pm on
three days (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday), and each daily endur-
ance trial was performed at a constant slope of 15� with the starting
velocity at 10 m/min. Treadmill velocity was increased by 1 m/min
every 2 min and each rat was run until exhausted. Exhaustion was
operationally defined as the third time a rat could no longer keep pace
with the treadmill and remained on the shock grid for 2 s rather than
run. Of the three trials, the single best daily run calculated in distance
(meters) and work (Joule) was used as the estimate of endurance
running capacity. Work was calculated using the following equation,
where 0.2588 m is the vertical distance run per meter:

Work ¼ Body weightgrams
1000

� Distancemeters � 0:2588� g

2.4. Body composition, temperature, blood, and tissue collection
and analysis
Body fat and lean mass were estimated using an NMR-based analyzer
(Minispec LF90II, Bruker Optics) under conscious conditions after 10
months of treatment. Core body temperature was collected after 6 and
10 months of treatment using a rectal temperature probe. After 12
months of treatment, food was removed from AL groups at 8:00 am
while CR groups were kept on their normal feeding schedule. Rats of all
groups were randomly divided and sacrificed under ketamine anesthesia
(60e80 mg/kg, i.p.) either at 3:00pm-5:00pm (fasted) or 5:00pm-
7:00pm (fed). Rats of CR groups were provided with their daily allot-
ments and the food was usually consumed in 30 min, whereas all AL
rats were fed ad libitum and the food was removed after 2 h of feeding.
Trunk blood was collected, and the plasma was separated and stored
in �80 �C. The soleus, EDL, tibialis, heart, liver, kidney, epididymal
adipose tissue, and brown adipose tissue were weighed, immediately
frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored in�80 �C for subsequent analyses.
For analysis of body composition, temperature, organ weights, blood
chemistry, and running capacity, the group means and standard errors
(n ¼ 12) were calculated and reported (Table S1). Main line effects,
main treatment effects, and interaction effects were determined to be
significant for p < 0.05 using two-way ANOVA regression in R (lm).

2.5. Indirect calorimetry measurement
We collected three types of physiologic data from metabolic cages: VO2
consumption, VCO2 production, and spontaneous activity. Experiments
were performed after 6 and 12 months of CR treatment using an in-
tegrated open-circuit calorimetry system (CLAMS, Columbus In-
struments) equipped with an infrared photoebeam activity device for
monitoring spontaneous activity while animals were housed in the
recording chambers. Body weight was measured before entering the
cage and after exiting the cage. VO2 and VCO2 were sampled
sequentially in each chamber for 5 s in a 10 min interval and the motor
activity was recorded every second in X and Z dimensions
his is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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simultaneously for 48e72 h. During this time, animals were provided
with food on the cage floor and with water through the drinking devices
located inside the measuring chambers. CR animals were fed at the
same time as they were fed in their home cages. The air flow rate
through the chambers was adjusted to a level to keep the oxygen
differential around 0.3% at resting conditions. Respiratory exchange
ratio (RER) was calculated as VCO2/VO2. Whole-body fat oxidation,
glucose oxidation, and energy expenditure (EE) rates were estimated
from VCO2 and VO2 [25e28].

2.6. Data normalization by weight and by activity
Hourly recordings over five 24-hr days were collected from the
metabolic cages: 2 consecutive days at 6 months of CR and 3
consecutive days at 12 months of CR. Data from metabolic cages were
provided as units per hour. In addition to EE, VO2, fat oxidation, and
glucose oxidation (“Variable”) were subjected to the same two-step
adjustment described below.
EE is known to depend on body weight, so we calculated the body
weight-adjusted values by linear regression against body weight over
the 48 animals. Beta estimates were generated independently for each
day (d , n ¼ 5) using the body weights collected on the first day of
recording for each month (m, n ¼ 2):

Variable i ;d ;h w BWi ;m

where BW ¼ body weight, i ¼ animal, and h ¼ hour. Subsequently,
body weight-adjusted metabolic cage values were generated:

VariableBWadj ;i ;d ;h ¼ Variableraw ;i ;d ;h þ betad
�
BWm � BWi ;m

�

Next, as EE varied with activity on an hourly basis, we estimated the
linear relationship between hourly body weight-adjusted EE and ac-
tivity using a linear regression model over the 24 h and is performed
separately for each of 48 animals (i ) and each of 5 days (d ). Beta
estimates were generated for each day and each animal (Fig. S4):

VariableBWadj ;i ;d ;h w Activityi ;d ;h

Subsequently, activity-adjusted metabolic cage values were
generated by using the regression result, centered on the mean activity
level of all 48 animals across all 24 h on each of the 5 days:

VariableBWþActivityadj ;i ;d ;h ¼ VariableBWadj ;i ;d ;h þ betai ;d
�
Activityd

� Activityi ;d ;h
�

Adjusting the activity to the daily global activity mean reduces the
variation due to both (1) activity differences throughout hours of the
day, and (2) activity differences between animals. The body weight-
adjusted values showed high correlations between days and be-
tween the animals within Line-Treatment groups (Figs. S6eS8). This
observation allowed us to combine the repeated daily measurements
for subsequent analysis by averaging the adjusted values for all ani-
mals and all days for each Line-Treatment group.
2.7. Gene expression
RNA was isolated from snap-frozen whole gastrocnemius and liver
tissues, and mRNA levels were estimated using an Illumina Gene
Expression BeadChip Array. The array generated data for 22,523 genes
that were normalized by the University of Michigan Advanced Geno-
mics Core using cubic spline normalization to correct for non-linear
relationships between samples in log space. The intensity distribu-
tion was divided into a group of quantiles consisting of a similar
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 68 (2023) 101668 � 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open
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number of gene intensities and adjusted to match intensities from the
virtual array. Intensities were then log2 scaled.
Differential gene expression data for both the liver and skeletal muscle was
quantified in R using the limma package. Gene expression was normalized
to the fed or fasted state (removeBatchEffect) for muscle. The liver data
was only assessed from fasted animals. To determine differential gene
expression, each gene was fitted with a linear model (lmFit) and the
standard errors were determined using a simple empirical Bayes model
(eBayes). Main effects were quantified by group using themodelGene w
Line þ Treatment where the Line variable contained 2 factors corre-
sponding to HCR and LCR, and the Treatment variable contained 2 factors
corresponding to CR and AL. Differential gene expression for main effects
were determined using 2 contrasts: HCRdLCR, and CRdAL. Interaction
term effects were quantified by group using the model Gene w Line þ
Treatment þLine : Treatment . Differential gene expression for interac-
tion effects were determined using 4 contrasts: HCR.ALdLCR.AL,
HCR.CRdLCR.CR, HCR.CRdHCR.AL, and LCR.CRdLCR.AL. Data for
these 2 models were generated for liver and muscle, resulting in a total of
12 comparisons. P-values were FDR-adjusted using Benjamini-Hochberg
(p.adjust). Pathway analysis was performed using p-values and LogFC in
LRPath [29] filtering for KEGG pathways. LRpath recognized 12,592 gene
IDs which contribute to results of the pathway analysis.

2.8. Lipidomics
Data was generated using liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry
(LC-MS) with assistance from the Metabolomics Core at the University
of Michigan. Positive-ion mode and negative-ion mode MS analyses
were combined with repeat peaks removed. Metabolites with relative
standard deviation (RSD) values > 0.4 in pooled control samples were
removed. Six metabolites with unknown identities were removed.
Remaining output data was normalized to the total summed peak area
and log2-transformed before subsequent analysis.
Lipid clusters were defined a priori (Table S4) based on lipid class,
carbon chain length, and number of double bonds, as has been per-
formed previously [30]. To determine cluster values, the normalized
(mean¼ 0, standard deviation¼ 1) relative abundance of each lipid (l )
within each cluster was multiplied by the absolute value of the loading
(or rotation) factor from principal component 1 (R prcomp). These
values were summed to generate a cluster value for each animal (i ):

Lipid Clusteri ¼
X
l

�
Lipidi ;l*jMultiplierPC1

��
l

�

The R lm function was used to determine the amount of variability in
lipid clusters described by Line , Treatment , and the State (fed/fasted)
and the Treatment : Line interaction. Each lipid cluster was normalized
(mean ¼ 0, standard deviation ¼ 1) before linear regression analysis:

dLipid Cluster i ¼ b0 þ b1*State þ b2*Treatment

þ b3*Line

þ b4*Treatment : Line
3. RESULTS

3.1. LCR physiology under CR reflects the intrinsic HCR phenotype
Food intake and body weight were tracked weekly; and rats were
intermittently tested for running capacity, metabolic cage activity, and
temperature (Figure 1A). Over 12 months, LCR gained more body
weight than HCR for both AL and CR groups (Figure 1B) with a mean
difference of 109.75 g between AL groups and 37.12 g between CR
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). 3
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Figure 1: LCR physiology under CR reflects the HCR phenotype. Male HCR and LCR rats were fed ad lib (AL) or calorically restricted (CR) at 60% of ad lib calories for 12
months (A). Total body weight was calculated for each group for each week of study (B). Both CR groups gained less weight than their AL counterparts, although respective
reduction in weight gain was not different between HCR and LCR (C). Food consumption was equivalent in HCR and LCR within AL and CR groups (D). Body weight (grams) is
plotted as a linear function of food intake (grams) and Line for week 26 (halfway point) of the study to exemplify the distinct relationship between food intake and body weight in
HCR and LCR (E). LCR-CR experienced a significant increase in % weight as lean mass (F), decrease in % weight as fat (G), and decrease in insulin resistance (H) over treatment
period compared to LCR-AL. VO2max tests are shown as best distance (I) and work generated over the best distance (J). Significance was determined using two-way ANOVA with
interaction (R lm) and main line effects, main treatment effects, and interaction effects with p-values <0.05 are annotated. #Main line effect, *Main caloric restriction effect,
**Interaction effect; HCR ¼ high capacity runner; LCR ¼ low capacity runner; AL ¼ ad libitum; CR ¼ caloric restriction; Body Comp ¼ Body composition; Test ¼ VO2max test;
BWI ¼ initial body weight; BWF ¼ final body weight.
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groups (p < 0.003 for Line, Treatment, and Interaction effect,
Table S1). The percent gain in weight (12-month over 0-month,
Figure 1C) and net weekly food intake (Figure 1D) was significantly
lower in both CR groups but did not differ between HCR and LCR
(Table S1). Regression analysis of body weight after week 4 as a linear
function of w Week þ Line þ Food Intake (R2 ¼ 0.84) was signifi-
cant for all variables (bWeek ¼ 3.1, bLCR ¼ 69.5, bFood ¼ 2.3,
p < 0.001, Figure 1E) with the line estimate supporting the previously
reported finding that LCR weigh more than HCR despite equivalent food
intake [17]. Bomb calorimetry data from the feces in a separate AL
cohort did not show differences in fecal energy content between HCR
and LCR (Fig. S1B) indicating that malabsorption does not contribute to
lower relative body weight in the HCR.
CR was associated with a decrease in fat mass in LCR and eliminated fat
mass percent differences seen in the lines under AL conditions
(Figure 1F and G; p< 0.001 for Line and Interaction effect, Table S1). At
baseline, LCR-AL had higher HOMA-IR, a measure of insulin sensitivity,
than HCR-AL, and CR decreased HOMA-IR in the LCR but not the HCR
(Figure 1H; p< 0.001 for Line and Interaction effect, Table S1) resulting
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in similar insulin sensitivity in HCR-AL, HCR-CR, and LCR-CR. The net
muscle weights of soleus, tibialis, and heart showed a significant
decrease with CR (p < 0.001 for Treatment effect, Table S1) but no
significant difference between lines. When normalized to body weight,
HCR muscle weights were higher than LCR for soleus, EDL, tibialis, and
heart (p < 0.001 for Line effect, Table S1) but only normalized heart
weight was higher with CR treatment (p < 0.001 for Treatment effect,
Table S1) suggesting greater preservation of heart muscle compared to
skeletal muscle under CR.
Animals completed three VO2max running tests at 2, 8, and 12 months
of age. HCR had a higher running capacity (which is directly related to
VO2max [20]) than LCR in both AL and CR conditions (Figure 1I;
p < 0.001 for Line effect, Table S1). CR slightly increased running
distances in both lines, which was only significant for HCR at 12 months
(Figure 1I; p< 0.001 for Interaction effect, Table S1). To account for the
fact that weight differs between the lines, we also calculated Work as a
function of body weight times vertical running displacement (Figure 1J)
which showed equivalent work capacities in LCR-AL and LCR-CR but
lower work capacities in the HCR-CR compared to HCR-AL. The
his is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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comparison of Work suggests that the slightly longer running distances
of LCR-CR than LCR-AL could be attributed to the lower body weight of
the former. In contrast, the HCR-AL and HCR-CR ran equivalent dis-
tances at the 2- and 8-month timepoints (Figure 1I) which is likely a
function of their selection for maximal fitness, which was not perturbed
by CR. Similarly, the lower work capacity in HCR-CR reflects the lower
body weights in HCR-CR compared to HCR-AL.
Of the physiological measures described above, HCR-AL and HCR-CR
are similar, and they differ from LCR-AL, especially regarding body
composition and insulin sensitivity. Importantly, LCR-CR resembles
both HCR groups, showing that LCR has “room to change” with 1-year
of CR treatment, whereas HCR has little room. However, the HCR-CR
do have reduced body weight gain compared to HCR-AL, indicating
that CR does have an independent effect from the genetic selection for
intrinsic fitness.

3.2. The resting and activity-dependent components of energy
expenditure can be separated by adjusting for activity level across
hours of the day
We next performed a detailed analysis of whole-body energy balance in
each line following AL and CR to further explore the non-overlapping
nature of the endogenous HCR phenotype and CR-induced changes. A
systemic comparison of innate energy expenditure (EE) between lines and
treatments must account for the body weight differences between ani-
mals [31] and physical activity differences between animals and across
hours of the day [32]. Past studies in HCR and LCR have underscored the
importance of body weight and activity on EE [33] and show higher
spontaneous activity in HCR rats [34,35] although some studies have
shown negligible differences between lines [36]. In this evaluation, HCR
showed higher activity levels compared to LCR (p < 0.01 each day for
Line effect, Figure 2A)with greatest contributions in the dark (active) cycle
(Fig. S2F). This variability in physical activity across 24 h and between
lines supported the requisite to adjust for activity in a dynamic analysis.
We first quantified the relationship between body weight and EE and
then between cage activity and body weight-adjusted EE using data
from the metabolic cages (Fig. S2, Table S2). The result allowed us to
compare baseline EE dynamics over the 24-hr day under the
assumption that body weight and activity levels are consistent for all
animals across all groups. This two-step adjusted EE, hereafter
referred to as “innate” EE, aims to capture the unmeasured thermic
effect of food and residual differences in EE. Several other variables
were not considered in this analysis, because the animals (1) were all
male, (2) were age matched, (3) showed no difference in thyroid
hormones levels (free T3 and free T4) (Table S1); and (4) showed a
lower brown adipose tissue (BAT) weight in HCR than LCR (Table S1)
but no differences in core body temperature between lines (Fig. S1C).
The raw data was first stratified by the 4 groups (12 animals each) and
the 5 days (hourly metabolic cage data was collected for 2 days at 6
months and 3 days at 12 months) (Figs. S3A and S3B). For each of the
5 days, EE values were regressed against the 48 animals’ body weight
of that day. The slope of the regression model captures the de-
pendency of each animal’s EE values on its body weight and was used
to calculate a body weight-adjusted EE value (Fig. S3C), where the 24-
hourly values for each animal receives the same adjustment. In the
next step, body weight-adjusted EE values were adjusted for hourly
physical activity using the regression of body weight-adjusted EE over
24 h against the corresponding hourly levels of activity. This is done for
each of the 48 animals and each of the 5 days, to form 240 inde-
pendent regression analyses that account for each animals’ specific
relationship between activity levels and EE. In each model, body
weight-adjusted EE values correlated strongly with raw cage activity
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 68 (2023) 101668 � 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open
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counts in each animal (Fig. S4). As with the body weight-adjustment,
we used the regression slopes from the 240 series of data to obtain the
activity-adjusted EE for each animal (Fig. S3D). The activity-adjusted
EE accounted for variability in activity across all hours of the day, as
well between different animals, by centering the data over the global
activity mean of all animals and all hours for each of the 5 days.
This analysis results in a measure of EE over 24 h in each Line-
Treatment group that assumes an equivalent body weight and activ-
ity level. In addition to EE, we have measured fat oxidation, which had
the same data organization and was subjected to the same two-step
adjustment as EE. The hourly data for each of the 5 days and each
of the 12 animals correlated significantly within each Line-Treatment
group for raw activity counts (Fig. S6), body weight-adjusted EE
(Fig. S7), and body weight-adjusted fat oxidation (Fig. S8) for which
reason the 5-days of data for each Line-Treatment group was aver-
aged to analyze hourly trends in energy utilization.

3.3. High CRF is associated with increased body weight-adjusted
energy expenditure and CR promotes fatty acid oxidation
Over the 24-hour day, grossly measured EE showed a dynamic pattern,
with a marked rise near the feeding time (Figure 2B, Fig. S3A). The rise
in EE started before feeding, presumably reflecting increased activity in
anticipation of the regularly scheduled feeding. The four Line-
Treatment groups showed strong differences in both the absolute
levels and the dynamic hourly patterns, in which the AL rats generally
had a higher EE than CR, and to a lesser extent, that LCR had higher EE
than HCR. As body weight contributes to the absolute levels of EE [17],
we first examined the body weight-adjusted EE (Figure 2C, Fig. S3C),
which reduced the differences between Lines and between Treatment,
although a prominent rise near feeding time was still observed. Subtle
differences in dynamic patterns were also notable across the 4 groups,
especially for HCR-AL, which had a moderately higher body weight-
adjusted EE than other groups before feeding and much higher after
feeding.
Adjusting body weight-adjusted EE by hourly activity led to an esti-
mated innate EE, which showed more moderate dynamic patterns
across the 24 h (Figure 2D, Fig. S3D). The sharp increase in EE around
feeding time was reduced after adjusting for activity, indicating that
most of the observed late-afternoon peak in EE was due to the
heightened physical activity around the same time, which can also be
readily observed by comparing the mean hourly Activity levels of each
group (Figure 2E) to the mean hourly body weight-adjusted EE of each
group (Figure 2F). The innate EE, which captures thermogenesis and
the thermic effect of food digestion, shows a rise prior to feeding and
peaks following feeding (Figure 2D). AL animals have higher post-
prandial innate EE compared to CR, which is likely due, in part, to
the thermic effect of food. CR animals show a similar rise, but a rapid
decline, which likely reflects the rapid consumption of food. Between
lines in each AL and CR group, HCR have higher innate EE than LCR.
Two-way ANOVA on the AUCs of 24-hour innate EE supports these
findings (p< 0.001 for Treatment effect and p¼ 0.082 for Line effect)
but indicates that the EE-suppressing effect of CR (bTreatment ¼ �2.9)
is more significant than the EE-enhancing effect of being an HCR
(bHCR¼ 1.3). Tukey post-hoc analysis on the interaction term suggests
that HCR (bHCR:CR ¼ �3.5, p ¼ 0.008) experience a more robust CR-
suppressing effect than LCR (bLCR:CR ¼ �2.3, p ¼ 0.15).
Whole-body fatty acid oxidation (FAO) was estimated from VCO2 and
VO2 [27], and as with EE, was regression-normalized to body weight
for analysis. Adjusting FAO for activity did not significantly affect values
(Table S2). As expected [37], CR groups exhibited increased FAO
compared to AL groups, which presented in a diurnal pattern with an
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acute increase before feeding time (Figure 2G). There were minimal
significant differences in FAO between HCR and LCR in either AL or CR
groups, although significant variability within the AL groups was
observed (Figs. S8A and S8C). In contrast, the 24-hour pattern in FAO
was highly correlated between animals in CR groups (Figs. S8B and
S8D) due to synchronized increase in FAO at the end of the fasting
period.

3.4. CR-associated regulation of gene expression in HCR and LCR
is tissue dependent
To further investigate the line-dependent responses to CR, gene
microarray data was collected from skeletal muscle and liver tissues
harvested at the 12-month timepoint. Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) on all muscle genes showed that line, but not CR treatment,
separates in PC space across both PC1 (18.3%) and PC2 (13.3%)
(Figure 3A). This is supported by the number of differential genes
expressed by line (1913) which was greater than CR treatment (638)
using a main effect model (Fig. S9A). To better characterize the genes
altered by CR, CR genes (Fig. S9A) were plotted in PC space, which
showed that these genes are already differentially expressed at
baseline in HCR and LCR in muscle (Figure 3B and C). However, only
118 of these 638 CR genes (FDR <0.05) were significantly differen-
tially expressed between HCR and LCR (Fig. S9A) suggesting that the
genes most affected by CR and those associated with genetic fitness
are largely distinct. The cluster separation by line in the PCA plot for CR
genes suggests a potential interaction effect between CR (PC1, 33.3%)
and line (PC2, 11.6%).
An interaction term model was used in the determination of pathways
up- and down-regulated by line and by CR. Comparison of HCR-
associated biological pathways in muscle in AL and CR groups
confirm the upregulation of previously described [38] KEGG pathways
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related to mitochondrial metabolism in HCR, including Oxidative
phosphorylation and Valine, leucine, and isoleucine degradation
(Figure 4A). These pathways remain upregulated after CR, likely
reflecting the selection for mitochondrial gene expression during the
breeding for running distance. Pathways regulated by CR in HCR and
LCR muscle were similar, with the Ribosome pathway showing the
most robust upregulation in both HCR and LCR (Figure 4B,
ORHCR ¼ 10.49 and ORLCR ¼ 8.66). LCR-CR show downregulation of
mitochondrial metabolic pathways including Oxidative phosphorylation
and Citrate cycle that was not experienced by HCR-CR (Figure 4B). This
supports the evidence suggesting that upregulation of these pathways
in HCR at baseline (Figure 4A) is genetically fixed.
In the liver, PCA analysis on all genes showed clustering by line (PC1,
15.6%) and CR (PC2, 14.0%) (Figure 3D). Similar to what was
observed in muscle, the genes significantly differentially expressed by
line and CR in muscle were distinct (Fig. S9B). When CR main effect
genes were plotted by PCA, we saw the expected clustering by CR
(PC1, 56.8%) as well as line (PC2, 9.5%) (Figure 3E and F). Unlike in
muscle, the pathways regulated by CR in liver differed between lines
(Figure 4D). LCR showed significant (FDR <0.05) upregulation of
pathways related to amino acid metabolism including Tyrosine
metabolism and Phenylalanine metabolism, whereas HCR showed
upregulation of pathways related to fatty acid metabolism including
C. cycle and Oxidative phosphorylation. Pathways regulated by line in
liver differed at baseline and with CR but were not highly significantly
(Figure 4C).

3.5. LCR under CR develop a plasma lipid profile that mirrors high-
CRF phenotypes
The gene expression data in liver and muscle suggests that both HCR
and LCR experience a transcriptomic response to CR, although the
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apacity runner; AL ¼ ad libitum; CR ¼ caloric restriction.
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physiologic and whole-body metabolic data suggests that this gene-
level response manifests slightly differently in each line. To further
observe more functional changes in metabolism with CR, lipidomic
analysis was performed on the plasma of all groups at the 12-month
harvest timepoint. Plasma was taken in both the fed and fasted state
(“State”) which was adjusted for in subsequent regression analysis.
Individual lipids were categorized into clusters of like-structures
(Table S4) and each cluster was quantified using multiple linear
regression as a function of State, Line, Treatment, and the Treat-
ment:Line interaction (see Methods).
8 MOLECULAR METABOLISM 68 (2023) 101668 � 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. T
The analysis indicated that LCR-AL have higher levels of plasma lipids
compared to LCR-CR, HCR-CR, and HCR-AL (Figure 5A). When
observing the normalized beta coefficients of each lipid cluster as a
function of line and treatment, LCR-CR (captured by the interaction
term, orange bars) exhibited negative beta-coefficients for many lipids
clusters (Figure 5B and C), which indicates that the normalized lipid
values for LCR-CR are closer to that of HCR than LCR-AL. The CR effect
in LCR (Figure 5B, orange bars) reflects the results observed in other
clinical variables, including body composition and insulin sensitivity
(Figure 1F, G, 1H). This effect was especially significant for
his is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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polyunsaturated lipids, including polyunsaturated sphingomyelins
(p ¼ 0.001, bLCR:CR ¼ �1.53, Table S5) and polyunsaturated plas-
menyl-phosphatidylethanolamines (p ¼ 0.008, bLCR:CR ¼ �1.53,
Table S5), indicating that CR reduced the normally higher levels of
polyunsaturated lipids in LCR compared to HCR. In the AL state and in
LCR, lipid cluster values were primarily positive and significant for
polyunsaturated fatty acids (Figure 5C, Table S5, grey and red bars),
while CR treatment and the LCR-CR interaction resulted in lipid clusters
value being negative, representing a decrease in lipid levels with CR
which was more robust in the LCR (Figure 5C, yellow and orange bars).

4. DISCUSSION

This study aimed to better understand the commonalities and differ-
ences that contribute to the similar high fitness and caloric restricted
phenotype, including improved metabolic health markers, leanness,
and longer lifespan. Broadly, evaluation of physiological phenotypes in
both lines indicate that LCR-CR experience a health-associated positive
effect on body composition (Figure 1F and G), insulin sensitivity
(Figure 1H), and plasma lipids (Figure 5), whose parameters strongly
resemble HCR [39,40]. Examination of modeled body weight- and
activity-adjusted EE (“innate” EE) shows that under CR, HCR experi-
ence a greater decrease in innate EE (Figure 2D) compared to LCR,
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 68 (2023) 101668 � 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open
www.molecularmetabolism.com
suggesting that EE is differentially modifiable by CR in both lines. In
addition, the transcriptomic results in skeletal muscle show that line-
dependent gene expression is maintained after CR. Together, the re-
sults suggest that in addition to selection for fitness, the HCR line is
also selected for traits associated with CR, including reduced body
weight and longevity. However, HCR and LCR show some line-
dependent responses to CR that are accreditable to difference in ge-
netic makeup. The results do not support that high fitness is perceived
molecularly as CR, but they do not preclude the possibility that CRF and
CR pathways may converge.
Our study shows that divergent selection for running capacity appears to
select for VO2max, spontaneous activity, and innate EE. Studies showing
associations between these factors are limited and the findings varied. In
mice, generational selection for maximal swim time [41] or voluntary
wheel running [42] resulted in elevated metabolic rate as assessed by
respirometry during the inactive period. In the bank vole, VO2max swim
times elicited at 30 �C, but not 20 �C, were associated with elevated
metabolic rate [43,44]. In rats, longer voluntary wheel running times
caused an increased VO2max [45] although contributions of sponta-
neous activity to VO2max in the untrained state are unclear. In human
data, spontaneous physical activity was not associated with VO2max
although positive associations between resting metabolic rate and
VO2max were detected [46e48]. Decreased weight and fat-free mass,
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). 9
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which is highly correlated with VO2max, is associated with higher non-
exercise activity thermogenesis [49].
In our data, higher CRF is associated with higher spontaneous activity
(Figure 2A) and a trend towards higher innate EE (Figure 2D) likely due
to the genetic selection used to generate the HCR and LCR animals,
which is more robust between lines in the AL than the CR groups. A
recent meta-analysis in humans has suggested an inverse genetic
association between physical inactivity and fitness [24] paralleling our
results that spontaneous activity and intrinsic fitness are genetically
linked. Previous metabolic studies are limited in their ability to account
for the many variables contributing to total EE due to difficulties col-
lecting adequate data or limited assumptions made during analysis
[50,51]. To parse innate EE differences between high and low CRF that
may be separate from spontaneous activity, we took a systematic
approach that incorporates body weight and cage activity, as HCR have
repeatedly shown elevated activity [33,35,40,52]. Here, hourly activity
counts paired with body weight-adjusted EE over repeated days at two
timepoints allowed for a more thorough investigation of innate EE as it
relates to fitness.
Under CR conditions, modeled innate EE decreased more in the HCR
than the LCR (Figure 2D). Quantification of innate and resting EE can be
further observed by summarizing the collective intercepts of the
EEBW�adj w Activity models (Fig. S4), used in the adjustment anal-
ysis, under the interpretation that the intercept represents the body
weight-adjusted EE of each animal given an activity level of zero
(resting EE). Each animal is characterized by 5 days of data, and
although the slope of the EEBW�adj w Activity model for each animal
varied by day depending on activity levels, it is important to note that
the intercepts of these models are consistent between days for each
animal. This supports the use of the mean intercept for each animal as
representation of resting EE. Collectively, HCR have significantly higher
intercepts than LCR (p< 0.001 for Line effect), although this difference
is reduced under CR (Fig. S5), suggesting a higher resting EE in HCR
compared to LCR. In contrast, both lines showed a pattern of increased
activity (Figure 2E) and FAO (Figure 2G) in anticipation of feeding in CR
groups, underlining commonalities in their metabolic CR response.
Potentially higher resting or innate EE via thermogenesis, in addition to
higher spontaneous cage activity, provides a mechanism by which HCR
weigh less than their LCR counterparts. In both this study and short-
term CR studies, CR attenuated weight gain equivalently in HCR and
LCR (Figure 1C) while eating as much food per gram body weight,
consistent with previous studies [53], highlighting the genetic selection
of EE in HCR compared to LCR. Earlier CR studies in HCR and LCR
support the finding that non-resting EE is suppressed by CR to a
greater degree in HCR than LCR [33] where contributions from activity
are accounted for by separating EE data into resting and non-resting EE
as defined by physical activity counts. It is important to highlight that
metabolic adaptations in rats under CR appear mechanistically
different between acute [22] and chronic [23] studies and should be
considered when examining CR initiated at weaning versus CR initiated
after development. We also note differences in weight gain in HCR and
LCR when animals were fed a highly palatable, high fat diet [35]. In this
high fat diet study, high fat diet reduced spontaneous activity in both
lines, suggesting that the reduction in fuel economy in the HCR line
persisted under conditions of caloric overload.
Our findings show no difference in temperature between lines (Fig. S1C),
lower normalized BAT weight in HCR (Table S1, p ¼ 0.011 for Line
effect), no difference in thyroxine (free T4) between lines (Table S1), and
no difference in fecal energy content (Fig. S1B) suggesting that the
differences in innate EE are not related to differences in food absorption
and may be accreditable to subtle differences in the thermic effect of
10 MOLECULAR METABOLISM 68 (2023) 101668 � 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. T
food and thermogenesis. We note that previous studies have differing
findings. A previous study found significantly higher BAT weight and
rectal temperatures in HCR compared to LCR [34]. Other studies show
increased levels of uncoupling protein UCP1 in BAT of HCR [54], while
others have shown no difference in UCP1 in BAT [19] which we also see
in our lab (unpublished). We suspect variability in our results compared
to other studies may be due to environmental housing differences such
as temperature, humidity, or social housing.
Line-dependent differences in muscle gene expression under CR shows
greater changes in LCR-CR than HCR-CR compared to their respective
AL controls. Similar to our data, life-long CR studies have shown that
protein synthesis and turnover and synthesis of fatty acids and nucle-
otide precursors categories are changed by CR [58] although the effect
of CR on muscle gene expression in mammals is varied and sometimes
contradictory [57]. Other long-term CR studies have shown the down-
regulation of genes associated with energy metabolism and oxidative
phosphorylation in the skeletal muscle of middle-aged rhesus monkeys
[59] supporting the pathway changes observed in these studies.
In the liver, the only common pathways significantly regulated by CR in
both HCR and LCR were Drug metabolism pathways (Figure 4D) which
is a previously reported response in the liver of rats under CR [55]. In AL
rats, pathway analysis indicates that fatty acid metabolism in the liver is
not significantly different between HCR and LCR (Figure 4C), although
HCR-CR showed an upregulation of many Metabolism-related pathways
in liver which were not significantly changed in LCR-CR (Figure 4D). This
suggests that HCR do not exhibit a CR molecular phenotype at baseline
in the liver but potentially require an increase in fatty acid oxidation and
oxidative phosphorylation metabolism to meet their energy needs. In-
creases in fatty acid oxidative pathways have been observed in rat liver
under CR previously [56,57], suggesting that HCR can elicit a charac-
teristic CR response in the liver. The decrease in innate EE in HCR under
CR (Figure 2D), paired with the upregulated metabolic processes in the
HCR liver (Figure 4D), may reflect a multi-pathway effort to increase the
metabolite and nutrient pool under CR conditions.
This study has some limitations. The study was performed in male rats
only, and investigation into the CR response in female rats would
support the findings herein. However, female HCR and LCR show
similar divergence in weight [14], longevity [20], and spontaneous
activity [19] compared to males, suggesting that a similar line-
dependent response would be observed. In our metabolic cage
modeling, we were unable to directly measure and adjust for the
thermic effect of food or obtain body surface area or temperature
measurements, for which differences have been observed in HCR and
LCR in other studies [34]. Activity measurements were obtained from
metabolic cages, and the initial adjustment period to the new envi-
ronment often results in an increase in activity. As our analysis focused
on activity-adjusted measurements, this limitation was not considered
restrictive. We did note reduced activity with each day in the metabolic
cages (Figure 2A), but the differences in activity and overall EE be-
tween groups largely persisted across each time point. Our CR protocol
also resulted in a time-restricted feeding (TRF) paradigm, as CR groups
were fed once daily, and the rats consumed most of their food within a
few hours. Studies in obese humans have indicated no difference in
weight loss between CR and TRF [60] and comparative studies in mice
have also indicated that improved health markers with fasting are due
to CR [61]. Running protocols took place in the morning, and we were
unable to control for differences in fasting times between CR and AL
animals. Finally, longevity data under CR in HCR and LCR would inform
the results but are beyond the scope of this study.
Our results suggest that high CRF and CR have similar metabolic and
longevity phenotypes but are associated with distinct changes in
his is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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behavior and metabolism, suggesting different upstream factors that
result in metabolic health and longevity. Studies observing the
intersection of VO2max and CR in humans is limited, but the phe-
notypes are similar. In humans, CR studies show a decline in body
weight, metabolic rate, blood pressure, blood glucose, insulin, and
atherosclerosis risk [62e66]; and high CRF is associated with
leanness and lower rates of obesity [11], lower rates of car-
diometabolic disease [12], and a significantly lower age-adjusted and
disease-adjusted mortality rates [67]. Recent meta-analysis indi-
cating an inverse genetic association between sedentary activity and
fitness [24] further support the translatability of the HCR and LCR rats
to humans.
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